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İNGİLİZCE5 1. SINAV

SENARYO 1

Learning Outcome:  E5.5.R1. Students will be able to understand short and simple texts about 
illnesses, needs and feelings.

1.  Mary and Jane are at their doctor's clinic today. The doctor fills in a form about them. Read the 
conversations and complete the form correctly. One picture is extra in each form!

Doctor : Hello, Mary. What’s wrong with you?

Mary :  I don’t feel well today. I have a runny 
nose.

Doctor :  Hmm, I see. Let me check! You have the 
flu.

Mary : Oh, can I go to school?

Doctor :  No, you should take these pills and stay 
in the hospital tonight.

Mary : Thank you, Mrs. Bell.

Doctor : Good morning. How can I help you?

Jane :  Hi, Mrs. Bell. I work long hours on the 
computer, and I have a terrible pain in 
my back.

Doctor :  Hmm, you have a backache. You 
shouldn’t sit in a chair for two days.

Jane : OK, Mrs. Bell.

Doctor :  Do these exercises at home regularly. 
They will help you feel better.

Jane :  Thank you so much.

Names of Patients / Illnesses

------------------ ------------------ ------------------

Names of Patients / Suggestions for Patients

------------------ ------------------ ------------------
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Learning Outcome:  E5.5.R1. Students will be able to understand short and simple texts about 
illnesses, needs and feelings.

2.  Lola sees her doctor to take a health report for her new school. Here is the list of Lola's illnesses in 
the last four years. Look at the visuals and fill in the health report correctly.

2021 2022 2022

2023 2023 2024

Lola’s Health Report
Below, you can see Lola's illnesses in the last four years. She is good and healthy now.

T in 2021

C and B in 2022

 

F and M in 2023

S in 2024
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Learning Outcome:  E5.6.R1. Students will be able to understand phrases and simple sentences on 
posters and advertisements about movies and movie characters.

3.  Look at the film poster below and answer the questions.

A DAY IN DIMPROSE FOREST

A new animation movie is playing at 
the Sun Cinema in January.
Characters: Charlie (the monkey), 
Poppy (the giraffe)
Time: 10:00

a. What is the name of the movie?

b. What kind of movie is it?

c. What time is the movie?

d. Where is the movie on?
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Learning Outcome:  E5.6.R1. Students will be able to understand phrases and simple sentences on 
posters and advertisements about movies and movie characters.

4.  Read the conversation below and fill in the crossword puzzle correctly.

Adam

:  are great! They are my favourite. What about yours?

Cindy
:  movies are my favourite. They are exciting and adventurous.

Billy
: I like tragic  . They are sad but interesting. 

Diana
: I love  movies. They are frightening, but I enjoy watching them.

Crossword Puzzle

H

S C

D
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Learning Outcome:  E5.7.R1. Students will be able to understand short texts with visual aids, such as 
cartoons, posters and birthday cards.

5.  Read the text message below and complete the birthday notes.

Rose
Sure, see you.

10:50

Hi, I am throwing a surprise birthday 
party for my brother, Jack. He is 
turning 12. The party starts at 11 in the 
morning at the school canteen on 
Tuesday. Invitation cards, gifts, food 
and beverages are ready, but I need 
party hats and balloons. Can you bring 
them, please?

10:48 ✓✓

                

Place
Time
Day
Needs

A Surprise Birthday Party 

for ----------------


